ADAM HILLMAN-OBJECT ARRANGER
Due 5/1/2020
How do artists use design to transform the ordinary into the extraordinary?
Multimedia artist and self-proclaimed ‘object arranger’ Adam Hillman has amassed
a huge following on Instagram for his colorful, geometric artworks that he carefully
arranges and photographs.
Hillman primarily uses various foods and everyday objects like crayons, utensils
and coins for his meticulous arrangements.
Designing with everyday objects
Design is an arrangement of lines of shapes created to form pattern or decoration.

For this assignment you will:
Arrange objects using the natural shape or line of the object to create a pattern or
decoration.
● Find interesting design possibilities in everyday objects.
● You can use food. Peeling or slicing can create interesting effects.
● Color is an important element in these designs.
● Think about the negative space or spaces in between the objects that make
shapes and interesting designs too!

Think about:
What materials do you have in abundance?
How can you organize or reorganize the material to make an interesting design?
How can you use line, shape, and color in your design?
How can the object and the space between the objects be used as part of the
design?

Getting Started: Watch this video, gather your materials and start
designing. You can choose to start with a sketch of what you want to do, or
you can start experimenting with materials. You do not have to play with
color within your design.

How to submit: submit under the assignment listed in our google classroom or
email me you photo. Within the photo please have a piece paper visible with your
name and the date.
Jmann@sedelco.org – google classroom code: jtffym7
How you will be graded: All assignments will be graded on a pass/fail basis.
If you complete the required assignment, follow all the criteria to the best of
your ability, and submit it on or before the due date, you pass.

